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DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are known to be 
powerful inducers of homologous recombination 
(HR), but single-strand breaks (nicks) have also been 
shown to trigger HR. Both DSB- and nick-induced 
HR (nickHR) are exploited in advanced genome-
engineering approaches based on the bacterial RNA-
guided nuclease Cas9. However, the mechanisms of 
nickHR are largely unexplored. Here, we applied Cas9 
nickases to study nickHR in mammalian cells. We find 
that nickHR is unaffected by inhibition of major damage 
signaling kinases and that it is not suppressed by 
nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) components, 
arguing that nick processing does not require a DSB 
intermediate to trigger HR. Relative to a single nick, 
nicking both strands enhances HR, consistent with a 
DSB intermediate, even when nicks are induced up 
to ~1kb apart. Accordingly, HR and NHEJ compete for 
repair of these paired nicks, but, surprisingly, only when 
5’ overhangs or blunt ends can be generated. Our study 
advances the understanding of molecular mechanisms 
driving nick and paired-nick repair in mammalian cells 
and clarify phenomena associated with Cas9-mediated 
genome editing.

AbSTRACT
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InTRODuCTIOn

The reactive byproducts of endogenous metabolic activities as well as exogenous agents, 
such as ionizing radiation, threaten the integrity of mammalian genome. In response, 
cells have evolved complex protein networks that can detect and repair DNA damage [1]. 
Although the different types of DNA lesions are typically repaired by dedicated pathways, 
a functional overlap between these pathways has also been observed. One interesting 
example of such overlap has been reported for the repair of DNA single-strand breaks 
(SSBs or nicks). These abundant lesions are typically repaired by specialized SSB repair 
mechanisms [2], but replication can convert nicks to the more dangerous double-strand 
breaks (DSBs) [3,4]. Multiple mechanisms compete to repair DSBs in mammalian cells, 
including homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) [5,6]. 
Intriguingly, nicks also may trigger HR directly [7–11], even though this pathway is not 
commonly associated with nick repair. Two recent studies suggested that nick-induced HR 
(nickHR) utilizes factors involved in classical DSB-induced HR (DSBHR) [12,13].
 Recent advances in the field of genome engineering provide a powerful approach to 
investigate nick and DSB repair mechanisms. The programmed induction of a DSB at a 
genomic locus has long been known to trigger HR which can precisely edit the genomic 
sequence when provided with the appropriate repair template [14]. Alternatively, the DSB 
may be processed by error-prone NHEJ to generate random insertions or deletions – a 
desirable outcome when the targeted gene is to be inactivated. Various tools have been 
developed to induce DNA damage in a controlled and targeted manner, including homing 
endonucleases, zinc finger nucleases, and TAL effector nucleases [15–17]. Recently, the 
bacterial RNA-guided endonuclease Cas9 has been adapted for application in eukaryotic 
cells, providing a versatile method to induce SSBs and DSBs at a chosen genomic locus 
[18,19] and enable efficient HR- or NHEJ-mediated genome manipulation in multiple model 
organisms [20]. Cas9 recognizes a 19 bp target sequence based on its complementarity to 
a short guide RNA (gRNA) and the presence of a downstream NGG protospacer adjacent 
motif (PAM). Upon DNA binding, the two catalytic domains of wild-type Cas9 cleave both 
DNA strands ~3 bp upstream from the PAM to generate a DSB [18].
 Mutation of either catalytic domain can convert Cas9 into a nickase, e.g., Cas9D10A or 
Cas9H840A [18]. Because Cas9 tolerates multiple nucleotide mismatches in the 5’ part of 
the targeted sequence, off-target NHEJ events are not uncommon [21], such that Cas9-
mediated nicking has been developed as an alternative genome engineering approach. 
Single nicks can stimulate HR without inducing NHEJ events and thus have a much 
lower mutagenic potential [11,13,22–26]. However, it is not well understood how nickHR 
is regulated, how similar it is to classical HR, and whether NHEJ factors participate in 
this process. Conversely, paired nicks in both DNA strands can result in a DSB to induce 
either HR or NHEJ, but with increased specificity since binding of two gRNAs in sufficient 
proximity is required [27–31]. 
 Here, we applied the RNA-guided Cas9 nickases, derived from the Streptococcus 
pyogenes CRISPR-Cas9 system, to study the mechanisms of nickHR. Our results show that 
nickHR is mildly reduced by inhibition of ATM or ATR signaling and that it is stimulated by 
replication if the lagging template strand is nicked. nickHR is partly overlapping with DSBHR 
in that it is dependent on the known HR factors BRCA1 and RAD51 [13], but, in contrast 
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to DSBHR, it is not affected by NHEJ deficiency, suggesting that it does not typically proceed 
through a DSB intermediate. We then focused on the scenario when HR is triggered by 
nicking of both DNA strands, i.e., paired-nick HR (PNHR). With paired nicks, we detected an 
increased stimulation of HR as compared to single nicks, which is consistent with a DSB 
intermediate. Both 3’- and 5’-overhangs resulting from paired nicks were found to stimulate 
HR, even with nicks separated by up to 940 bp. Surprisingly, however, only HR induced by 
paired nicks which would result in a 5’ overhang was suppressed by the NHEJ factor Ku. 
These results advance our understanding of the mechanism behind nickHR and PNHR.

MATERIAlS AnD METHODS

Plasmids and cloning 
The following plasmids were previously described: pDR-GFP [32] hprtDR-GFP [33], 
pCBASce (I-SceI expression vector) [34], pCD2E (empty vector), PCD2E-XH (XRCC1 vector) 
[35], EBNA1 expression vector pCEP4 [36], pCAGGS (empty vector) and pCAGGS expression 
vectors with BARD1-hB202, BRC3 and KU70 [33,37–41].
 Cas9WT, Cas9D and empty gRNA expression vectors were purchased from Addgene 
(ID 41815, 41816 and 41824) [24]. The generation of Cas9H nickase and the catalytically 
dead Cas9DH was described earlier [42]. Cas9N863A expression vector was generated 
by PCR mutagenesis using the Cas9WT vector as template and primers Cas9-N863A-F 
(5’-GCTAGAGGGAAGAGTGATAACGTCCC-3’) and Cas9-N863A-R (5’-ACTCTTCCCTCTAGCTTT-
ATCGGATCTTGTCAACACTTTATTATC-3’). Subsequently, the PCR product was circularized 
using In-Fusion kit (Clontech). The cloning of targeting gRNA expression vectors is described 
in Supplementary experimental procedures. The enhanced versions of the gRNAs with 
adjustments in the stem-loop of the gRNA were described earlier [43] and generated by 
PCR mutagenesis as detailed in Supplementary experimental procedures. hprtDR-GFP 
[33] was the basis for generation of the pnDR-GFP reporter plasmids (Supplementary 
experimental procedures). To generate the DR-Orip-GFP plasmid, the TR-OriP-GFP [36] 
and DR-OriP-GFP plasmids were digested using AccI and MfeI (New England Biolabs). 
Subsequently, the restriction fragment containing the OriP cassette from the TR-OriP-GFP 
was ligated with the fragment of the DR-OriP-GFP containing SceGFP and iGFP using the 
DNA Dephos & Ligation Kit (Roche).

cell lines and cell culture 
U2OS cells harboring a single, genomically integrated copy of the DR-GFP reporter were 
described previously [36]. In addition, mouse J1 (wild-type), E14 (wild-type), Ku70-/-, Xrcc4-/- 
and DNA-PK-/-  ES cells with a single Hprt-targeted DR-GFP reporter were used, as were mouse 
J1 (wild-type) ES cells with a single Pim1-integrated DR-GFP reporter [33,37–39]. XRCC1-/- 
CHO cells EM9-V (complemented with an empty vector) and EM9-XH (complemented with 
the human wild-type XRCC1) as well as empty and XRCC1 expression plasmids were kindly 
provided by Dr K.W. Caldecott [35]. U2OS, HEK293T and EM9 cells were cultured in high 
glucose DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum, the medium for culturing the mouse ES cells 
was described earlier [44]. All cells were incubated at 37 ºC in an atmosphere containing 
5% CO2. The various pnDR-GFP plasmids were stably integrated at the Hprt locus of wild-
type (E14) and Ku70-/- ES cells [33]. To this end, 2x106 cells were transfected with pnDR-
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GFP plasmids linearized with KpnI/SacI, or PvuII in case of pnDR-GFP-940bp, (New England 
Biolabs) using Amaxa nucleofector II (Lonza), program X-005. Selection of clones was 
performed as described previously [44]. Genomic DNA was extracted using Salt-X and 
digested with PstI (New England Biolabs). Southern blot analysis of the digested DNA, using 
iGFP fragment from the hprtDR-GFP plasmid as a probe, confirmed correct targeting (Fig. 
S3A and S4).

Transfections, inhibitors and repair assays
A total of 2 x 106 cells were transfected using the Amaxa nucleofector II (Lonza) and home-
made nucleofection solution [45]. The cell lines with corresponding nucleofector programs 
and expression vector concentrations are described in Supplementary experimental 
procedures. Cas9WT with empty gRNA expression vector at the ratio described in 
Supplementary experimental procedures were used as a negative control. For paired 
nicking, the total amount of gRNA expression vectors was kept constant by using an 
empty gRNA expression construct. After nucleofection, DMSO or 1 μM of olaparib (Organic 
Synthesis Core Facility, MSKCC) were added for 24 or 48 h, while indicated concentrations 
of KU55933 (EMD Millipore)[46], VE-821 [47] or NU7441 (Selleck Chemical)[48] were added 
for 48 h. Flow cytometry data were analyzed with FlowJo (Treestar). 

Statistics
Unless stated otherwise, the values in the figure graphs are derived from at least three 
independent experiments and error bars represent the standard deviation; P-values are 
indicated as follows: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

cell cycle analysis
Cells were pre-treated with DMSO or 500 nM Nocodazole (Sigma-Aldrich) for 16 h before 
transfection and for an additional 24 h after transfection. Samples for cell cycle and GFP 
expression analysis were collected immediately and 24 h after transfection. Cells were fixed 
in ice-cold 70% ethanol for 30 min, then washed twice with PBS, resuspended in 100 μg/mL 
RNAse (Thermo Scientific) with 50 μg/mL propidium iodide (Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated 
for 30 min at 37 ºC. After incubation cells were directly analyzed by flow cytometry.

Western blotting
Cells were collected using a scraper, washed with PBS and resuspended in lysis buffer 
(25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA) containing 
protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Roche Molecular Biochemicals). The 
following antibodies with corresponding concentrations were used: anti-PAR (Trevigen, 
1:1000), anti-Chk2 (EMD Millipore, 1:1000), anti-pChk2-T68 (Cell Signaling, 1:1000), anti-
Chk1 (Santa Cruz, 1:750), anti-pChk1-S345 (Cell Signaling, 1:1000), anti-pKAP1-S824 (Bethyl 
Laboratories, 1:2000), anti-Cas9 (Cell Signaling Technology, 1:1000), anti-Clathrin Heavy 
Chain (BD Transduction Laboratories, 1:10000) and anti-Tubulin (Sigma, 1:10000).
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RESulTS

cas9-induced nicks stimulate intrachromosomal hR
To investigate nickHR, we exploited the DR-GFP reporter [32] which is commonly used to 
study DSBHR in mammalian cells. DR-GFP consists of two tandem, inactive copies of the 
GFP gene, the first copy (SceGFP) containing the 18 bp I-SceI endonuclease recognition site 
with an in-frame stop codon and the second copy (iGFP) harboring truncations at both 
ends (Fig. 1A). A DSB at the I-SceI site induces HR using the downstream copy as a donor, 
restoring the GFP open reading frame and leading to GFP positive (GFP+) cells (Fig. 1A). 
 NGG motifs flank the I-SceI cleavage site on both strands such that both strands can be 
recognized by Cas9 paired with gRNAs that overlap the site [18,19] (Fig. 1A). gRNAs were 
designed to bind either the transcribed (gRNA01) or non-transcribed (gRNA02) strand. We 
used human codon-optimized versions of wild-type Cas9 (Cas9WT) to induce DSBs, Cas9D10A 
(Cas9D) and Cas9H840A (Cas9H) nickases to induce SSBs, and catalytically inactive Cas9 (Cas9DH) 
as a control [18,24,42]. Cas9D nicks the strand complementary to the gRNA, while Cas9H 
nicks the strand identical to the gRNA sequence [18,19] (Fig. 1A). 
 Human osteosarcoma (U2OS-DR-GFP) cells and mouse embryonic stem (ES-DR-
GFP) cells harboring a single, genomically integrated copy of the DR-GFP reporter were 
transiently transfected with Cas9 and gRNA01 expression vectors. To measure the relative 
efficiency of HR, cells were analyzed by flow cytometry 48 h after transfection. In U2OS-DR-
GFP cells, Cas9WT and both nickases stimulated HR; Cas9WT was more efficient than either 
nickase, and Cas9D was more efficient than Cas9H (Fig. 1B). The nuclease-dead Cas9DH 
failed to induce HR, as did Cas9WT in the absence of a targeting gRNA. Similar results were 
obtained in U2OS cells transiently transfected with the DR-GFP reporter plasmid (Fig. S1A) 
and in mouse ES-DR-GFP cells, although the difference between Cas9D and Cas9WT was less 
pronounced (Fig. 1D).
 Our results suggest that, although somewhat variable, the efficiency of nickHR is 
generally lower than that of DSBHR, although we cannot rule out that SSB formation by 
Cas9 nickases is less efficient than DSB formation by Cas9WT. Overall, the level of DSBHR 
induced by Cas9WT was similar to that induced by I-SceI (Fig. 1B and S1A-C). However, 
nickHR induced by Cas9D was much more efficient than nickHR induced by I-SceI nickases 
(unpublished results; [49]).
 The higher efficiency of Cas9D relative to Cas9H may be due to an inherently higher 
nickase activity or may be related to which strand is nicked. To attempt to distinguish 
between these possibilities, a second gRNA (gRNA02) was used which binds the opposite 
strand (Fig. 1A). Overall, gRNA02 was less efficient at inducing HR than gRNA01, suggesting 
that this gRNA targets Cas9 less well. As with gRNA01, Cas9D+gRNA02 induced a higher 
level of nickHR than Cas9H+gRNA02, indicating that Cas9D is a more efficient nickase than 
Cas9H (Fig. 1C). The transcribed strand is nicked by Cas9D+gRNA01 and Cas9H+gRNA02 
(T, Fig. 1B and 1C), while the non-transcribed strand is nicked by Cas9D+gRNA02 and 
Cas9H+gRNA01 (N, Fig. 1B and 1C). The induction of nickHR by Cas9D was higher than Cas9H 
with gRNA01, but the relative level of induction with Cas9D was even greater with gRNA02. 
Thus, these results suggest that the transcribed-strand bias recently reported for nick-
induced gene targeting events [13] may not be recapitulated with intrachromosomal HR.
 nickHR induced by Cas9H in ES cells was very low under the transfection conditions that 
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Figure 1. HR repair of nicks on the lagging-strand template is promoted by replication. (A) The DR-
GFP reporter consists of two inactive copies of the GFP gene. Induction of a DSB or nick in SceGFP triggers HR 
that uses iGFP as a template to restore the GFP open reading frame. The inset shows the SceGFP sequence 
around the 18 bp I-SceI recognition site, which begins at the in-frame stop codon (red). PAMs required for Cas9 
binding are shaded gray and the sequences bound by the indicated gRNAs are shaded in light blue (gRNA01) 
and light purple (gRNA02). Cas9 variants: wild type (Cas9WT), D10A (Cas9D) and H840A (Cas9H). The predicted 
Cas9 cleavage sites are marked by colored triangles. T - transcribed strand, N - non-transcribed strand. (b-D) 
U2OS-DR-GFP cells (B and C) or ES-DR-GFP cells (D) were transfected with expression vectors for the indicated 
Cas9 and gRNA variants, or I-SceI. As a negative control (first bar in graphs B-D), Cas9WT was transfected with 
a gRNA expression vector that lacked the targeting portion of the gRNA sequence. (E) U2OS-DR-GFP cells 
were arrested at the G2/M phase transition by 16 h incubation in 500 nM nocodazole or mock-treated with 
DMSO, stained with propidium iodide, and analyzed by flow cytometry to confirm the cell cycle arrest. The 
left panel shows representative histograms of DNA content. The right panel shows the average percentage of 
cells in the indicated cell cycle phases. (F) U2OS-DR-GFP cells were treated as in (E) and transfected with the 
indicated Cas9 and gRNA expression vectors, then mock-treated or incubated in the presence of nocodazole for 
a further 24 h and analyzed by flow cytometry. The cell cycle distribution of cells at the time of flow cytometric 
analysis is shown in Figure S1I. (g) Schematic overview of the DR-Orip-GFP reporter. EBNA1 initiates replication 
downstream from SceGFP, such that the top strand becomes the lagging-strand template. The inset depicts 
the predicted sites of cleavage by Cas9D (filled triangles) or Cas9H (empty triangles), in combination with the 
indicated gRNAs. (H) U2OS cells were transfected with the DR-OriP-GFP reporter, the empty vector (+ Vector) 
or EBNA1 expression vector (+ EBNA1), gRNA01 and the indicated Cas9 variant. Cas9D nicks the leading-strand 
template and Cas9H nicks the lagging-strand template, as indicated. (I) Cells were transfected as in (H), except 
gRNA02 was used, such that Cas9D nicks the lagging-strand template and Cas9H the leading-strand template. 
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we used (Fig. S1C). To improve the efficiency, a redesigned gRNA backbone was used 
which has been reported to enhance gRNA transcription and stability [43]. The enhanced 
gRNA (gRNA01enh) substantially improved the induction of both DSBHR and nickHR in ES-DR-
GFP cells (Fig. 1D) as well as in U2OS-DR-GFP cells, especially for the nickases (Fig. S1B). 
With the enhanced gRNA design we compared the kinetics of nickHR and DSBHR and found 
that their overall kinetics were similar (Fig. S1D).
 It has been reported that the Cas9N863A (Cas9N) mutant, like Cas9H, also nicks the strand 
identical to the gRNA sequence [50]. We compared the efficiency of Cas9N with Cas9H at 
inducing nickHR and found that they were similar (Fig. S1B). Importantly, differences in HR 
induction by the different Cas9 variants were not due to varying expression levels (Fig. S1B). 
 The generally lower levels of nickHR, as compared to DSBHR, could be due to the activity of 
dedicated SSB repair mechanisms that may compete with HR for nicked DNA. Inhibition of 
poly(ADP)ribose polymerase 1 (PARP1), involved in early signaling during SSB repair, had 
little or no effect on nickHR and DSBHR (Fig. S1E and S1F). However, we observed significantly 
increased nickHR, but not DSBHR, in cells deficient for XRCC1, a molecular scaffold protein 
essential in later stages of SSB repair [51] (Fig. S1G and S1H). These results suggest that 
Cas9-induced nicks can be processed by SSB repair pathways which thus may indirectly 
modulate nickHR frequencies.

hR repair of nicks on the lagging-strand template is promoted by replication
DSBHR has been reported to be reduced outside of S phase [52]. To determine whether cell 
cycle phase influences nickHR, U2OS DR-GFP cells were arrested at G2/M by 16 h incubation 
in the presence of nocodazole, a microtubule depolymerizing agent [53]. The arrested 
cells were transfected with Cas9 and gRNA expression vectors, and nocodazole treatment 
was continued for another 24 h, at which time cells were collected for flow cytometry. 
Approximately 85-90% of nocodazole-treated cells were in G2/M, compared with 35% of 
DMSO-treated control cells (Fig. 1E), and the nocodazole-induced arrest persisted until 
GFP expression was analyzed 24 h later (Fig. S1I). In agreement with previous results [52], 
a 4-fold reduction in DSBHR was observed in the arrested cells (Fig. 1F). We detected a 
similar 4-fold reduction in nickHR, regardless of which DNA strand was nicked (Fig. 1F), 
suggesting that nickHR is not active in all phases of the cell cycle. Although we cannot rule 
out that the absolute levels of break formation were affected, nocodazole treatment had 
little effect on transfection efficiencies (NZE-GFP, Fig. S1I).
 To explore the effect of DNA replication on nickHR, we used the DR-OriP-GFP reporter 
[36,54] which has the Epstein-Barr virus origin of replication (OriP) and can replicate in 
the presence of the EBNA1 protein [36,54] (Fig. 1G). Replication from OriP at the dyad 
symmetry (DS) element is essentially unidirectional, given that EBNA1 binding to the family 
of repeat (FR) elements acts as a replication fork barrier [55]. U2OS cells were transiently 
transfected with DR-OriP-GFP and an EBNA1 expression vector, together with Cas9 and 
gRNA01 expression vectors, and the frequency of GFP+ cells was determined 48 h later. In 
agreement with previous results [36], a modest (~1.3-fold) increase in the number of GFP+ 
cells was observed in the presence of the EBNA1 expression vector (Fig. 1H), suggesting 
that DSBHR is weakly stimulated by replication. Alternatively, the modest increase in DSBHR in 
the presence of EBNA1 could be at least partly explained by enhanced GFP expression due 
to replication, which is supported by ~3-fold increase in the mean fluorescence intensity 
of GFP+ cells (data not shown) and sustained GFP expression at 96 h post-transfection 
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(Fig. S1J). As with Cas9WT, the fraction of GFP+ cells was only marginally increased with 
Cas9D with EBNA1 expression (Fig. 1H). By contrast, however, the fraction of GFP+ cells 
was considerably higher with Cas9H when the plasmid could replicate (~1.8-fold). The 
much larger increase with Cas9H cannot be explained by enhanced GFP expression due to 
replication, as the mean fluorescence intensity of GFP+ cells in samples transfected with 
Cas9D or Cas9H was only ≤30% higher for both nickases (data not shown).
 In these experiments performed with gRNA01, Cas9D nicked the leading-strand 
template, whereas Cas9H nicked the lagging-strand template (Fig. 1G). To distinguish 
whether the apparent difference in the stimulation of nickHR by the two nickases is due 
to the nicked strand or due to the Cas9 nickase variant, we repeated these experiment 
using gRNA02, which binds to the opposite strand. In contrast to results with gRNA01, 
with gRNA02 nickHR was only marginally increased with Cas9H when the plasmid could 
replicate, but was considerably higher with Cas9D (~2.1-fold; Fig. 1I). These results suggest 
that replication promotes HR at a nick on the lagging-strand template.
 nickHR requires established HR factors but is not suppressed by NHEJ components 
Among the early DNA damage responders are ATM and ATR, specialized kinases that 
typically respond to DSBs and replication stress, respectively [56,57]. To test their 
involvement in nickHR, we applied chemical inhibitors KU55933 (ATM) and VE-821 (ATR) 
to transfected U2OS-DR-GFP cells. Inhibition of ATM led to a small (up to 25%) decrease 
in DSBHR induced by either Cas9WT or I-SceI at relatively low inhibitor concentrations (1-5 
µM, Fig. 2A), analogous to earlier results obtained using I-SceI in mouse cells [58]. A 
similarly moderate (up to 25%) reduction in nickHR was observed when nicks were induced 
by either Cas9D or Cas9H. Conversely, inhibition of the ATR kinase significantly reduced 
DSBHR triggered by either Cas9WT or I-SceI; e.g. at concentrations which do not considerably 
influence the cell cycle (0.5 and 1 µM, [59]), DSBHR was decreased up to ~3-fold (Fig. 2B). 
In contrast, at these concentrations nickHR induced by either Cas9D or Cas9H was only 
decreased by ~40%. The effectiveness and specificity of both inhibitors was confirmed by 
Western blot analysis of kinase substrates (Fig. S2A). Thus, neither ATM nor ATR signaling 
appear to be essential for nickHR, although both kinases may play a role in this pathway.
 DSBHR involves multiple steps, including end resection, RAD51 filament formation 
on the resulting 3’ overhang, strand invasion into the homologous template, and repair 
DNA synthesis [60] (Fig. 2C). BRCA1, together with its heterodimeric partner BARD1, is 
implicated in end resection and recruitment of other HR proteins to DNA damage sites. 
BRCA2 plays a critical downstream role in HR by binding RAD51 and promoting RAD51 
filament formation [6]. To test the involvement of BRCA1 in nickHR, we expressed a truncated 
form of BARD1 (hB202), which inhibits BRCA1 function by preventing its interaction with 
full-length BARD1 [37,40]. Similar to the reduction observed in DSBHR, inhibition of BRCA1 
function reduced the frequency of nickHR by about 2-fold in both U2OS-DR-GFP and ES-
DR-GFP cells (Fig. 2D and S2B). We then inhibited the interaction between BRCA2 and 
RAD51 by expressing the BRC3 repeat fragment of BRCA2 which disrupts RAD51 filament 
formation [37,41]. BRC3 expression reduced nickHR even more substantially than hB202 
in both U2OS-DR-GFP and ES-DR-GFP cells, as it did DSBHR (Fig. 2D and S2B). These results 
suggest that nickHR proceeds, at least in part, via a pathway similar to classical DSBHR.
 NHEJ is the other major pathway of DSB repair in mammalian cells [61]. The canonical 
NHEJ pathway involves the rejoining of broken DNA ends through the activity of the KU70/
KU80 and LIG4/XRCC4 complexes and the protein kinase DNA-PKcs, as well as a number 
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of other proteins. As NHEJ is active throughout the cell cycle, including S phase when HR 
is also active, it can ‘compete’ with HR for the repair of broken DNA ends, such that DSBHR 
is elevated in NHEJ mutants [62] (Fig. 2E). We thus asked whether loss of canonical NHEJ 
components would affect nickHR, as it does DSBHR. As previously observed with I-SceI [33], 
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Figure 2. nickHR requires established HR factors but is not suppressed by nHEJ components. (A and b) 
U2OS-DR-GFP cells transfected with the indicated Cas9, I-SceI and gRNA expression vectors were incubated 
for 48 h in the presence of the various concentrations of ATM inhibitor KU55933 (A) or ATR inhibitor VE-
821 (B). (C) Schematic representation of HR and its steps that are inhibited by the BRCA1-interacting peptide 
hB202 (from BARD1) and the RAD51-interacting peptide BRC3 (from BRCA2). (D) U2OS-DR-GFP cells were 
transfected with the indicated Cas9 and gRNA or I-SceI expression vectors and either with the empty expression 
vector (pCAGGS) or with the vectors encoding the hB202 and BRC3 peptides. (E) Canonical NHEJ is known 
to suppress DSBHR, but its effect on nickHR is uncertain. (F) Wild-type (J1), Ku70-/- or Xrcc4-/- ES-DR-GFP cells 
were transfected with the indicated expression vectors. (g) Ku70-/- ES-DR-GFP cells were transfected with the 
indicated expression vectors and either the empty (+ Vector) or KU70 (+ KU70) expression vector. (H) Wild-type 
(E14) or Dna-Pk-/- ES-DR-GFP cells were transfected with the indicated expression vectors. (I) U2OS-DR-GFP cells 
were transfected and analyzed as in (A and B), but incubated in the presence of various concentrations of a 
DNA-PK inhibitor (NU7441).
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DSBHR induced by Cas9WT was substantially increased in Ku70–/– and Xrcc4–/– cells relative to 
the parental J1 ES-DR-GFP cells (~4 to 5-fold; Fig. 2F); re-expression of KU70 in the Ku70–/– 
cells reduced DSBHR (Fig. 2G). However, nickHR induced by Cas9D was not significantly altered 
in either mutant cell line and was not affected by KU70 expression in the Ku70–/– cells. 
Similarly, DSBHR was augmented in Dna-Pk–/– ES cells relative to E14 ES-DR-GFP cells, but 
nickHR was not affected (Fig. 2H). We also examined the effect of canonical NHEJ disruption 
in human cells by using a chemical inhibitor of DNA-PK (NU7441). DSBHR was significantly 
increased at all inhibitor concentrations tested, but, in contrast, there was a mild inhibition 
of nickHR induced by either Cas9D or Cas9H (Fig. 2I). These results suggest that HR and NHEJ 
do not compete for repair of nicked DNA. Importantly, they provide evidence that nickHR 
does not likely proceed via a DSB intermediate.

Paired nicks induce intrachromosomal hR
While single nicks are poor inducers of NHEJ, paired nicks induce both NHEJ and HR in 
genome editing applications, presumably because they are processed to DSBs [27,28] 
(Fig. 3A). Inexplicably, paired nicks that give rise to 3’ overhangs were shown to be poor 
inducers of both NHEJ and HR, unlike those that give rise to 5’ overhangs. To investigate 
paired nick-induced HR (PNHR), we designed a series of paired-nick DR-GFP reporters 
(pnDR-GFP; Fig. 3B). Because the distance between nicks has been shown to affect the 
efficiency of genome editing [27,28], DNA fragments of varying lengths were inserted 
between the target sites for the two gRNAs, such that paired nicks could be induced at 
offsets of 20 to 940 bp (pnDR-GFP-20 bp to pnDR-GFP-940 bp with gRNA09 and gRNA10). 
These inserts were devoid of PAMs such that neither they, nor the donor fragment, could 
be nicked. Further, the inserts were not homologous to the donor DNA fragment, such 
that the length of homology was identical in each reporter.
 Transient transfections of the pnDR-GFP reporters, together with the Cas9 and gRNA 
expression vectors, were performed in U2OS cells and GFP+ cells were quantified by flow 
cytometry 48 h later. For induction of single nicks, the total amount of gRNA expression 
vector used was kept equivalent to induction of paired-nicks by adding the non-functional 
gRNA vector that lacked the targeting sequence. With Cas9D, expression of both gRNAs 
led to a substantially higher level of HR than either single gRNA at every distance tested 
(≥10-fold, Fig. 3C), demonstrating that paired nicks are better inducers of HR than single 
nicks. The absolute level of PNHR, as well as the level relative to nickHR, was highest with 
paired nick offsets of 50 and 100 bp, although PNHR events were also observed with larger 
offsets of 500 and 940 bp. These results suggest that in this plasmid setting, paired nicks 
that can be processed to 5’ overhangs are potent inducers of PNHR. With Cas9H, expression 
of both gRNAs led to a higher level of HR than expression of either gRNA at offsets of 
20 to 100 bp (Fig. 3D), suggesting that PNHR can also be induced by DNA ends with 3’ 
overhangs. Overall, the absolute levels with Cas9H were lower than with Cas9D, similar to 
what was observed with single nicks (Fig. S1), such that PNHR with the largest nick offsets 
approached background levels (i.e., without targeting gRNA). 
 To determine if PNHR can occur between chromosomal sequences, we targeted the 
pnDR-GFP reporters to the Hprt locus in ES cells [33] and confirmed correct, single-
copy integration by Southern blotting (Fig. S3A). With Cas9D, HR was significantly higher 
when two gRNAs were expressed in reporters with nick offsets ≥50 bp (Fig. 3F). The fold 
increase, relative to HR induced by a single nick, was not as high as observed with the 
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Figure 3. Paired nicks induce intrachromosomal HR. (A) Schematic of paired nicks with the potential to 
generate 5’ or 3’ overhangs to be tested for induction of PNHR. (b) Reporters for measuring PNHR between repeats. 
The left panel shows a schematic of the pnDR-GFP20-940 bp reporters. The inset shows the relative binding 
positions of the gRNAs (marked by the green or black horizontal bars) and Cas9 cleavage sites (dotted vertical 
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panel shows expected cleavage positions in pnDR-GFP reporter with the indicated gRNA / Cas9 combinations. 
(C-E) U2OS cells were transiently transfected with the indicated pnDR-GFP reporter and Cas9 / gRNA expression 
vectors required to generate single or paired nicks or DSBs (schematically drawn under each bar). (F-H) ES cells 
with the various pnDR-GFP reporters integrated at the Hprt locus were transfected with the indicated Cas9 and 
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Schematic representation of the pnDR-GFP0 bp reporter, analogous to (B). (J) U2OS cells were transfected with 
the pnDR-GFP0 bp reporter and the indicated Cas9 and gRNA expression vectors. (k) ES cells with pnDR-GFP0 
bp integrated at the Hprt locus were transfected with the indicated Cas9 and gRNA expression vectors. 
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plasmid reporters in U2OS cells, indicating either that paired nicks are more efficiently 
converted to DSBs in plasmid substrates or that single nicks can be inducers of HR in the 
chromosomal setting, even when heterology is present adjacent to the nicks (see Fig. S3B 
and legend). With Cas9H, higher levels of HR were also typically observed with expression 
of both gRNAs compared with either single gRNA, although it was significantly higher only 
at nick offset of 50 bp (Fig. 3G), indicating that PNHR can also occur at DNA ends with 3’ 
overhangs in the chromosomal context. 
 Efficiency of PNHR was considerably decreased at larger nick offsets, suggesting that the 
additional heterology may inhibit HR. Removal of the long heterology should, therefore, 
stimulate HR. To test this, we overexpressed exonuclease I (EXO1 [63]), which can cleave 5’ 
flaps and resect a nicked strand in a 5’ to 3’ direction [64], potentially generating a blunt-
ended DSB. Surprisingly, however, overexpression of EXO1 in mES-pnDR-GFP-940 bp cells 
reduced both DSBHR and nickHR (Fig. S3C).
 With Cas9WT, paired DSBs could be introduced into the pnDR-GFP reporters when 
both gRNAs were expressed (Fig. 3B). Unlike in many of the paired nick configurations, 
however, paired DSBs did not substantially increase HR compared with a single DSB in 
either the plasmid or chromosome setting (Fig. 3E and 3H).
 An additional reporter was tested in which paired nicks could give rise to blunt ends, 
should both gRNA/Cas9 complexes bind (pnDR-GFP-0bp, gRNA05 and gRNA06; Fig. 3I). For 
the plasmid reporter in U2OS cells, HR induced by Cas9D or Cas9H and both gRNAs was only 
~3-fold higher than with either single gRNA and the absolute levels were much lower than 
with Cas9WT (Fig. 3J), suggesting that paired nicks were not efficiently induced, possibly as a 
result of occlusion of the target site by the binding of a single gRNA/Cas9 complex. For the 
chromosome reporter in ES cells, HR induced by either nickase was similar regardless of 
whether one or both gRNAs were expressed, also consistent with cleavage site occlusion 
preventing DSB formation. However, in this case, interestingly, Cas9D induced HR to 
nearly the same extent as Cas9WT (Fig. 3K). While single nicks are generally less efficient at 
inducing HR than DSBs, at least one study has suggested an equivalence between nicks 
and DSBs [24], although the underlying mechanisms remain unclear. 

nhEJ components suppress paired nick hR, depending on overhang type and length
Our results demonstrating that paired nicks are more potent inducers of HR than 
single nicks are consistent with the notion that paired nicks are converted to DSBs. This 
interpretation is supported by previous work which showed that paired nicks induce 
mutagenic NHEJ events, while NHEJ is rarely detected at single nicks [27,28]. Given that 
HR and NHEJ can compete for the repair of a DSB induced by Cas9WT or I-SceI (Fig. 2F-I) 
[33], we asked whether the two pathways compete for the repair a DSB induced by paired 
nicks and whether the overhang type influences this process (Fig. 4A). To test this, we first 
focused on the pnDR-GFP-50bp reporter, since PNHR was significantly higher than nickHR 
for both overhang types in ES-pnDR-GFP-50bp cells (Fig. 3F and 3G). The reporter was 
targeted to the Hprt locus of Ku70–/– ES cells (Fig. S4) and HR frequencies were compared 
in the absence or presence of exogenous KU70 expression 48 h after transfection. 
 As expected, DSBHR was significantly reduced with KU70 expression when either single 
or paired DSBs were induced by Cas9WT (Fig. 4B). A significant reduction in Cas9D-induced 
PNHR was also observed with KU70 expression, indicating that NHEJ components can 
suppress HR involving DSBs with 5’ overhangs (Fig. 4B). Surprisingly, however, Cas9H-
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induced PNHR was not suppressed, suggesting that NHEJ cannot compete with HR at 3’ 
overhangs. As observed with DR-GFP (Fig. 2G), levels of nickHR were not influenced by KU70 
expression, regardless of the Cas9/gRNA combination used to induce the single nicks. 
 To examine whether the effect of NHEJ deficiency on PNHR is influenced by nick offset, 
we generated a panel of Ku70–/– ES cell lines harboring the remaining pnDR-GFP reporters 
at the Hprt locus (Fig. S4A). Cells were transfected with a Cas9 expression vector and the 
appropriate gRNA pairs. In each case, DSBHR induced by paired DSBs was considerably 
reduced (>4 fold) by KU70 expression (Fig. 4D). Similarly, KU70 expression significantly 
reduced PNHR at Cas9D-generated nicks offset by 20 to 100 bp (Fig. 4E), suggesting that 
paired nicks at these distances are converted to DSBs. However, KU70 expression did not 
affect PNHR at nick offsets of 500 or 940 bp, raising the possibility that paired nicks are 
not converted to DSBs at these distances or that DSBs with long 5’ overhangs cannot be 
processed by NHEJ. In contrast, HR of paired nicks generated by Cas9H was not affected 
by KU70 expression, regardless of the distance between nicks (Fig. 4F). However, given 
that PNHR induced by Cas9H was significantly higher than nickHR only at a nick offset of 50 
bp in wild-type ES cells (Fig. 3G), we cannot exclude that the lack of an effect with KU70 
expression at other distances is due to the lack of robust PNHR.
 Interestingly, at nick offset of 0 bp, KU70 overexpression reduced frequency of HR 
when we used Cas9H but not Cas9D (Fig. 4C). In the case of Cas9D, HR was equivalently 
high in wild-type cells with a single nick as with two nicks (Fig. 3K), such that the bulk of 
the events may be attributable to nickHR. However, in the case of Cas9H, HR was somewhat 
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higher with two nicks than with a single nick (Fig. 3K), such that a low level of HR may be 
attributable to DSB formation which is suppressed by KU70.
 These results suggest that although short 5’ overhangs of 20-100 bp generated by 
paired nicking can be processed by NHEJ as well as HR, neither longer 5’ overhangs nor 3’ 
overhangs of any length can engage the NHEJ machinery.

DISCuSSIOn

Despite the recent development of genome engineering techniques relying on the 
CRISPR-Cas9 system for the induction of single or paired nicks, the mechanisms of nickHR 
and PNHR and their importance in vivo remain largely unexplored. Here, we utilize the HR 
reporter DR-GFP and Cas9 nickases to study HR induced by either single or paired nicks in 
comparison to Cas9-induced DSBs in mammalian cells and determine that there is distinct 
genetic control of HR triggered by these different lesions.

nickhR requires core hR proteins and is not suppressed by nhEJ factors
BRCA1, BRCA2 and RAD51 are established core HR factors for the repair of DSBs in 
mammalian cells [65–67]. The importance of RAD51 and BRCA2 in nickHR has been 
reported recently [13] and our results confirm that nickHR is reduced upon disruption of 
RAD51 function and extend these observations to BRCA1. Thus, nickHR requires the same 
core factors as DSBHR and proceeds via RAD51/BRCA2-mediated strand invasion [6]. BRCA1 
may be required only at this invasion step, possibly to promote the recruitment of PALB2-
BRCA2, although we cannot rule out its involvement in an earlier step [6].
 NHEJ is well established to compete with HR for the repair of DSBs [62]. Our results 
with Cas9-induced DSBs concur with these earlier findings. Notably, nickHR is not increased 
in the absence of canonical NHEJ factors, suggesting that it does not necessarily rely on 
DSB intermediates. In agreement, single Cas9-generated nicks fail to induce oncogenic 
chromosomal translocations, which require DSB formation [68]. However, nicks may 
reportedly become NHEJ substrates in some contexts, e.g. when nickHR is impaired by 
reduction of BRCA2 activity [12,13].
 Two master kinases, ATM and ATR, control the cellular response to DNA damage 
[57]. Inhibition of ATM results in a limited reduction in DSBHR [58], possibly by impairing 
Mre11-mediated end resection [69]. Our results show a similarly limited reduction in 
nickHR upon ATM inhibition. Since ATM is not likely activated by DNA nicks or gaps [70], the 
small reduction in nickHR might be attributable to an involvement in later steps of HR [71] 
or to its role in activation of ATR [69,70]. In cells treated with concentrations of an ATR 
inhibitor that are not likely to affect the cell cycle, we observe up to a ~3-fold reduction 
of DSBHR but only a small and non-significant reduction of nickHR, more comparable to that 
observed after ATM inhibition. This suggests that, in contrast to DSBHR, involvement of ATR 
in nickHR is also limited. Since a robust activation of ATR by gapped DNA has been reported 
[72], either nicks are not converted to gaps or activation of ATR is not critical for nick 
repair by HR. As with ATM and ATR, a similarly mild reduction of nickHR is observed upon 
inhibition of DNA-PK. Again, this contrasts with DSBHR which was considerably increased. 
Thus, while inhibitors of ATM, ATR and DNA-PK have distinct effects on DSBHR (mildly 
inhibitory, strongly inhibitory, and promoting, respectively), each of the inhibitors exerts 
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relatively mild inhibitory effects on nickHR. All three kinases have been shown to interact 
at replication-related lesions in vitro [72] and it is feasible that a fraction of Cas9-induced 
nicks may be encountered by incoming replication forks and require their concerted 
action for HR repair.

Ku suppresses PnhR induced by 5’ but not 3’ overhangs
A recently developed genome engineering approach involves nicks on opposing DNA 
strands - paired nicks - to stimulate gene targeting and NHEJ [27,28]. Our experimental 
design builds on this approach. We generated paired nicks with the potential to form 5’ 
or 3’ overhangs and found that either configuration stimulates HR in both plasmid and 
chromosomal substrates, especially when nicks are generated in proximity (≤ 100 bp). HR 
is higher with paired nicks that could give rise to 5’ overhangs, although we cannot rule 
out that this is due to the overall higher efficiency of Cas9D relative to Cas9H. In contrast 
to our results, previous studies reported that only 5’ overhangs efficiently stimulate PNHR. 
While the previous studies used Cas9D with different gRNA pairs to create both types of 
overhangs [27,28], our study uses Cas9D and Cas9H with a single set of gRNAs to generate 
5’ and 3’ overhangs, respectively. In principle, the PNHR we observe with 3’ overhangs 
could be due to how Cas9H cleaves DNA: Cas9D and Cas9H use distinct catalytic domains, 
and cleavage by Cas9H has been reported to be accompanied by exonuclease activity at 
the 3’ ends [18]. However, this minimal exonuclease activity is unlikely to promote HR as 
it would be directed at the long overhangs. Thus, it seems more likely that contrasting 
results with 3’ overhangs are due to other differences in experimental design, e.g., nicking 
of the donor homology region [28], which has been shown to affect HR [13]. 
 Even though it seems surprising that directional DNA unwinding or resection can 
occur from nicks separated by tens or hundreds of nucleotides, paired nicks with the 
potential to form 5’ overhangs appear to be processed to DSBs because they can give rise 
to NHEJ-mediated insertions and deletions [27,28,68]. Supporting the generation of a DSB 
intermediate also for HR, the level of HR induced by paired nicks is higher than by single 
nicks. Our results in Ku-deficient cells confirm a DSB intermediate with 5’ overhangs: HR is 
significantly increased in the absence of Ku with paired nicks, but not with single nicks, for 
offsets up to 100 bp. In agreement, Ku has been shown to efficiently bind double-stranded 
DNA with long 5’ overhangs in vivo (200 nt; [73]). Thus, HR is induced by DSBs with long 5’ 
non-homologous tails and this can be antagonized by Ku (Fig 4F).
 Remarkably, paired nicks with the potential to generate 5’ overhangs of 500 and 940 
bp were still able to induce HR at significantly higher levels than single nicks, although 
the overall levels were reduced compared to more closely-spaced nicks. PNHR at these 
offsets was not, however, suppressed by Ku. Even at 100 bp, the suppression by Ku was 
much weaker than at shorter offsets, raising the possibility that not all paired nicks are 
converted to DSBs. Alternatively, the long overhangs may not be recognized by Ku as DSB 
ends, but rather as ssDNA, which is a poor substrate for Ku binding [74]. Since nicks are the 
primary DNA lesion induced by ionizing radiation [75], the ability of distant paired nicks to 
generate a DSB advances our understanding of DSB induction by ionizing radiation and 
other agents or processes that result in DNA nicks.
 In contrast to 5’ overhangs, HR was not affected by loss of Ku when we used Cas9H 
which should generate 3’ overhangs. For example, at the 50 bp nick offset which gave the 
highest level of PNHR, no significant difference was observed in the presence or absence 
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of Ku. One possibility is that DNA unwinding (or resection) required to generate DSBs 
at paired nicks can only occur efficiently in a single direction (i.e., 5’>3’). An alternative 
explanation is that DSBs with long 3’ overhangs are formed but they are not processed by 
NHEJ, such that the HR and NHEJ machineries are not competing for this type of DNA end. 
The poor recovery of NHEJ events from DSBs with 3’ overhangs in human cells (generated 
in vivo by Cas9D; [27,28]) and in yeast cells (generated by an exonuclease in vitro; [76]) 
supports this interpretation. Mechanistically, weaker binding of Ku to 3’ overhangs in 
vitro as compared with 5’ overhangs (~20 nt; [77]) would support a greater role for Ku 
at 5’ overhangs; further, one or more polymerases could fill in 5’ overhangs [68,78] to 
make them more readily bound by Ku. Because 3’ overhangs are generated during HR-
associated DSB end resection, inefficient Ku binding could be important for channeling 
these intermediates into HR (Fig 4F).
 Paired nicks induced directly opposite each other should, in principle, result in a blunt-
ended DSB. However, Cas9-gRNA complexes may remain tightly bound to DNA after the 
induction of the initial nick [79] which would hamper the nicking of the second strand. 
Consistent with this, HR is only slightly increased by gRNA pairs that would have the 
potential to produce blunt ends, suggesting a low level of DSB formation. Accordingly, Ku 
suppresses PNHR when blunt ends are generated by Cas9H, which also indicates that the 
modulation of PNHR by Ku is not limited to lesions generated by Cas9D.

Influence of replication on nickhR 
Our experiments confirm previous reports that nicks trigger HR [8,9,11–13,27,49,80]. 
nickHR is generally lower than DSBHR; nicks may thus be inherently less recombinogenic, 
or, alternatively, they may be preferentially repaired by dedicated SSB repair pathways, 
which could limit the availability of nicked DNA for nickHR. Indeed, it has been reported 
that inhibition of PARPs, some of which are involved in early steps of SSB repair [81], 
increases nickHR repair of I-AniI-induced nicks [12]. Although in our system nickHR was not 
clearly affected by PARP inhibition, we did detect increased nickHR in cells lacking the key 
SSB repair factor XRCC1 [51]. Our results suggest, therefore, that Cas9-induced nicks are 
legitimate substrates for SSB repair pathways and that SSB repair and HR can compete for 
repair of nicked DNA, analogous to the competition between NHEJ and HR for a DSB [62].
 Lesions that arise during DNA replication have been proposed to trigger HR [82]. 
We indeed observe that replication stimulates nickHR, but only when the lagging-strand 
template was nicked. While further experiments will need to be performed to determine 
the generality of this result, it is interesting to speculate on its potential implications. 
Since DSBHR is generally more efficient than nickHR, conversion to a DSB could explain the 
increase in nickHR on a replicating plasmid, as proposed in other studies [4,83–85]. Indeed, 
physical evidence has been provided for conversion of lagging-strand and leading-strand 
nicks induced by the HO endonuclease to a DSB at the yeast mat1 locus [84]. But the 
question then arises as to why repair of the leading-strand template nick is unaffected by 
replication in our system. The authors of this previous study suggested that a nick on the 
lagging-strand template would be converted to a two-ended DSB by replication upstream 
of the nick, however, a similar conversion of the nick on the leading-strand template would 
require a second replication fork arriving from the opposite direction [84]. In the absence 
of the second fork, the leading-strand template nick could only be converted to a one-
ended DSB. Since in our experimental system forks should arrive from a single direction 
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dictated by the orientation of the OriP cassette (Fig. 1G), only the lagging-strand template 
nick would produce a two-ended DSB. Such a DSB might lead to a stronger stimulation 
of HR than a one-ended DSB generated by a leading-strand template nick. An interesting 
alternative explanation is that incomplete replication of the lagging-strand template 
results in an inherently recombinogenic 3’ overhang, while replication to the nick on 
the leading-strand template generates a blunt-ended DSB that would require additional 
processing prior to engaging the HR machinery. In either case, these results indicate the 
power of the Cas9 nickase system for probing the relationship between replication and 
HR. It should be noted, however, that gRNA binding causes DNA unwinding which could 
potentially influence repair of single or paired nicks. While other nuclease platforms (e.g. 
zinc-finger nucleases, [22,23] or I-AniI [9,13]) lack the flexibility of Cas9, they could thus 
further our understanding of various aspects of nickHR.
 The data presented in this study begin to unravel the complex relationships between 
nick and DSB repair pathways during processing of nicked DNA in mammalian cells 
and may advance the genome engineering capabilities that are essential in developing 
effective and safe gene therapies.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Stimulation of HR by Cas9-induced nicks is not affected by PARP inhibition 
but it is enhanced in the absence of xRCC1 and dependent on cell cycle and replication. (A) U2OS 
cells were transfected with the DR-GFP reporter and expression vectors encoding gRNA01 and the indicated 
Cas9 variants or I-SceI. Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry 48 h later. The graph bars indicate average 
frequencies of GFP+ cells obtained from three independent experiments, except for the last bar (I-SceI) where 
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n = 2. (b) U2OS-DR-GFP cells were transfected with expression vectors encoding gRNA01enh and the indicated 
Cas9 variants or I-SceI. Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry 48 h later (left panel), then lysed and analyzed 
by western blotting using antibodies against Cas9 (right panel). The graph indicates the percentage of GFP+ 
cells obtained from three independent experiments. In the western blot, the upper band corresponds to the 
size of full length Cas9; the lower band is likely a degradation product since it is not seen with the control I-SceI 
expression vector transfection. Cas9N, Cas9N863A. (C-D) ES-DR-GFP cells were transfected with expression vectors 
containing the indicated Cas9 variants and gRNA01 (C) or gRNA01enh (D), and analyzed by flow cytometry 48 
h (C) or at the indicated time points (D) after transfection. (E)  U2OS-DR-GFP cells were transfected with the 
expression vectors encoding gRNA01 and the indicated Cas9 variants or I-SceI and incubated in the presence 
of 1 μM olaparib for 24 (left panel) or 48 h (right panel). Subsequently, the frequencies of GFP+ cells were 
analyzed by flow cytometry. The graph bars indicate average frequencies of GFP+ cells obtained from at least 
three independent experiments. (F) Western blot analysis of global poly-(ADP)-ribose levels in response to PARP 
inhibition by olaparib. U2OS cells were mock-treated or exposed to 2 mM hydroxyurea (HU) for 48 h in the 
presence or absence of 1 μM olaparib. Subsequently, cell extracts were analyzed by western blotting with an 
antibody directed against poly-(ADP)-ribose. Antibody against α-tubulin was used to confirm equal sample 
loading. (g) XRCC1-deficient cells (EM9) stably complemented with an empty (EM9-V) or XRCC1-containing 
(EM9-X) expression vector were transfected with the DR-GFP reporter and the indicated Cas9 and gRNA vectors 
and analyzed by flow cytometry 48 h later. The graph bars indicate average frequencies of GFP+ cells obtained 
from four independent experiments, except for the first two bars (negative control, Cas9WT with empty gRNA) 
where n = 2. (H) EM9-V cells were transfected with the indicated Cas9 and gRNA expression vectors and an 
empty (pCD2E) or XRCC1-containing (pCD2E-X) expression vector and analyzed by flow cytometry 48 h later. 
The graph bars indicate average frequencies of GFP+ cells obtained from five independent experiments. (I) U2OS 
DR-GFP cells were treated as described in the legend of Fig. 1E, stained with propidium iodide and analyzed by 
flow cytometry to confirm the persistence of cell cycle arrest at 24 h after transfection. The left panel depicts 
representative histograms reflecting DNA content analysis. The middle panel shows average percentages of 
cells in the indicated phase of the cell cycle, obtained from three independent experiments. The right panel 
shows similar average percentages of GFP+ cells in samples transfected with NZE-GFP vector that expresses 
full-length GFP and incubated in the absence or presence of nocodazole, indicating that nocodazole treatment 
does not affect transfection efficiency or GFP expression. (J) U2OS cells were transfected with the DR-Orip-GFP 
reporter, expression vectors encoding gRNA01, the indicated Cas9 variants and either empty vector (+ Vector) 
or the vector encoding EBNA1 (+ EBNA1). Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry 96 h after transfection. The 
similar levels of GFP+ cells at this late time point compared with 48 h post transfection (Fig. 1H) in cells co-
transfected by EBNA1 expression vector versus cells co-transfected with the empty vector confirm efficient 
replication of the DR-OriP-GFP plasmid in the presence of EBNA1.
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Supplementary Figure 2. nickHR requires established HR factors
(A) U2OS-DR-GFP cells were mock-treated or incubated for 3 h in the presence of the indicated concentration 
of ATM inhibitor KU55933, exposed to 10 Gy of ionizing radiation and lysed 30 min later (left panel). U2OS-DR-
GFP cells were mock treated or incubated for 18 h in the presence of 1 mM hydroxyurea and/or the indicated 
concentration of ATR inhibitor VE-821 and lysed (right panel). Subsequently, cell extracts were analyzed by 
western blotting and blots were probed with the indicated antibodies. Antibodies against clathrin HC and α-tu-
bulin were used to confirm equal sample loading. (b) ES-DR-GFP cells were transfected with either the empty 
expression vector (+ Vector) or with vectors encoding the peptides to inhibit BRCA1 (+ hB202) or Rad51 (+ 
BRC3) function and with the vectors encoding the indicated Cas9 variants and gRNA01enh. Cells were analyzed 
by flow cytometry 48 h after transfection.
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Vriend et al, Supplementary Figure 3
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Supplementary Figure 3. HR with the pnDR-gFP reporters.
(A) Targeting of pnDR-GFP reporters to Hprt locus of ES cells. Schematic overview of expected band sizes after 
PstI digestion of pnDR-GFP reporters integrated at the mouse Hprt locus (top panel). Southern blot analysis 
showing correct integration of the various pnDR-GFP reporters at the Hprt locus of wild-type E14 ES cells 
(bottom panel). DNA extracted from clones targeted with the indicated reporters was digested with PstI. The 
first six lanes represent clones used in this study, the last two lanes represent the negative control (non-targeted 
ES cells) and positive control (ES-DR-GFP cells). The probe is the iGFP fragment. (b) Possible mechanisms of nickHR 
seen with the pnDR-GFP reporters. With the plasmid pnDR-GFP reporters in U2OS cells, nickHR was generally 
very low compared with PNHR (Fig. 3C, D). However, in ES cells nickHR was more pronounced relative to PNHR, 
although still significantly lower under most conditions (Fig. 3F, G), indicating that nickHR can be influenced by 
chromosomal context (e.g., transcription, nearby replication), which is not apparent in the plasmid substrates. 
In the pnDR-GFP reporters, the strand on one side of the nick has a fixed, short heterology, whereas the strand 
on the other side has a variable length of heterology. With Cas9D+gRNA09, the 3’ end has a fixed 15 nt 
heterology, whereas the 5’ end has variable heterology of 39 to 959 nt. nickHR induced by Cas9D+gRNA09 was 
highest with pnDR-GFP-20bp (0.45%) but decreased substantially as the length of heterology increased (e.g., 
0.05% with a ~500 bp heterology) (Fig. 3F, G). While the frequency of strand invasion should remain constant 
due to the fixed heterology on the invading strand (15 nt), the frequency of HR completion could decrease as 
longer heterology on the other strand has to be bypassed (see Figure, steps indicated with orange text). It is 
unlikely that single nicks are converted to DSBs, as the efficiency of  DSBHR is not affected by heterology length 
(Fig. 3E, H). nickHR with Cas9D+gRNA10 (not shown) would be expected to have a similar heterology length 
dependence, but it is generally much lower than Cas9D+gRNA09 and a trend is less clear. With Cas9H+gRNA09, 
heterology of 35 to 959 nt is present on the 3’ end. Thus, the initiation of HR, as well as the later steps, may 
be affected (see Figure, steps indicated with orange text). Interestingly, nickHR did not show the inverse length 
dependence, but was highest with pnDR-GFP-100bp and was relatively high with pnDR-GFP-500bp (Fig. 3F, 
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SuPPlEMEnTARy ExPERIMEnTAl PROCEDuRES

Generation of gRnA expression vectors
gRNA01, gRNA02, gRNA05, gRNA06, gRNA09 and  gRNA10 with standard stem-loop were 
constructed as described earlier [1], using three universal primers (Table 1) and six 
specific primers (Table 2). The targeting sequences of gRNA constructs used in the study 
are shown in Table 3.

Table 1. Universal primers used to generate the gRNA expression vectors with the standard stem-loop.

Primer name Sequence (5’ to 3’)

F2 CGTCAAGAAGGCGATAGAAG

R1 CGGTGTTTCGTCCTTTCCAC

R2 ATCGCCTTCTTGACGAGTTC

Table 2. Specific primers used to create the gRNA expression vectors with the standard stem-loop.

gRnA Primer name Sequence (5’ to 3’) 

01 gRNA01F AAGGACGAAACACCGGTGTCCGGCTAGGGATAACGTTTTAGAGCTAG
AAATAGCAAG

G). One explanation is that longer flaps are removed more efficiently. nickHR with Cas9H+gRNA10 (not shown) 
would be expected to have a similar heterology length dependence, although it is generally lower and a trend 
is less clear. These experiments warrant further investigation to understand the effects of heterology on nickHR. 
(C) Overexpression of EXO1 reduces DSBHR and PNHR in mES-pnDR-GFP-940nt cells. Cells were transfected with 
expression vectors containing the indicated Cas9 variants, gRNA09enh, gRNA10enh and either empty control 
vector (+CAGGS) or a vector expressing mouse EXO1.

Vriend et al, Supplementary Figure 4
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Supplementary Figure 4. Targeting of pnDR-gFP reporters to the Hprt locus of Ku70-/- ES cells. 
Southern blot analysis showing correct integration of the various pnDR-GFP reporters at the Hprt locus of 
Ku70-/- ES cells. DNA extracted from clones targeted with the reporters was digested with PstI. The clones used 
in this study are marked in bold. The last two lanes represent the negative control (non-targeted wild-type ES 
cells) and positive control (wild-type ES-DR-GFP cells).
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02 gRNA02F AAGGACGAAACACCGCGATCCCTATTGTCCCATTGTTTTAGAGCTAGA
AATAGCAAG

05 gRNA05F AAGGACGAAACACCGCTAGGGATAACCCAGCGTAGTTTTAGAGCTAG
AAATAGCAAG

06 gRNA06F AAGGACGAAACACCGACCCTGTTATCCCTACGCTGTTTTAGAGCTAG
AAATAGCAAG

09 gRNA09F AAGGACGAAACACCGCCATTAACAGCGTACTTACGTTTTAGAGCTAG
AAATAGCAAG

10 gRNA10F AAGGACGAAACACCGCGCTGTTAATGGTCAGTTGGTTTTAGAGCTAG
AAATAGCAAG

Table 3. Targeting part of the gRNA constructs used in this study. 

gRnA name Sequence

gRNA01 and gRNA01enh GTGTCCGGCTAGGGATAAC

gRNA02 and gRNA02enh CGATCCCTATTGTCCCATT

gRNA05 and gRNA05enh CTAGGGATAACCCAGCGTA

gRNA06 and gRNA06enh ACCCTGTTATCCCTACGCT

gRNA09 and gRNA09enh CCATTAACAGCGTACTTAC

gRNA10 and gRNA10enh CGCTGTTAATGGTCAGTTG

The gRNAs with the enhanced stem-loop were created using the respective gRNA vectors with standard 
stem-loop as template for two PCR reactions with the universal primers F2 and R2, the new universal 
forward primer gRNAenhF (5’-AtgctgGAAAcagcaTAGCAAGTTtAAATAAGGCTAGTCCG-3’), and 
the specific primers shown in Table 4. For instance, to generate gRNA01enh, gRNA01 was used 
as template for two PCR reactions: (1) F2 and gRNA01enhR; (2) gRNAenhF and R2. The products 
of these two reactions were combined as described earlier [1]. The lower-case letters indicate 
positions in the enhanced stem-loop that were changed, relative to the standard stem-loop.

Table 4. Specific primers used to generate the gRNA expression vectors with enhanced stem-loop. 

gRnA Primer name Sequence (5’ to 3’) 

01e gRNA01enhR tgctgTTTCcagcaTAGCTCTtAAACGTTATCCCTAGCCG

05e gRNA05enhR tgctgTTTCcagcaTAGCTCTtAAACTACGCTGGGTTATC

06e gRNA06enhR tgctgTTTCcagcaTAGCTCTtAAACAGCGTAGGGATAAC

09e gRNA09enhR tgctgTTTCcagcaTAGCTCTtAAACGTAAGTACGCTGTT

10e gRNA10enhR tgctgTTTCcagcaTAGCTCTtAAACCAACTGACCATTAA

Generation of pnDR-GfP reporters
DR-GFP was linearized with I-SceI endonuclease (Thermo Scientific) and DNA inserts of various 
sequence and length (see Table 5) were incorporated using Gibson assembly kit (New England 
Biolabs). In the case of the pnDR-GFP-0bp and -20bp, the insert was obtained by annealing two 
complementary single-stranded oligos. For the remaining reporters (50-940 bp), required double-
stranded fragments were ordered directly (GeneArt String DNA Fragments, Invitrogen).
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Table 5. Sequences of the inserts in the various pnDR-GFP reporters. The 5’ and 3’ fragments of the DR-GFP 
backbone, adjacent to the inserts, are indicated in black and the inserts of various length are red. The positions 
of PAM sequences on the top strand are marked by lower case ‘ggg’ and on the bottom strand by lower case 
‘ccc’. Sequences bound by gRNAs are underlined. Predicted Cas9 cleavage sites are marked by asterisk (*).

pnDR-GfP: Sequence:

0bp ...TCCGGCTAGGGATAAcccAGC*GTAgggATAACAGGGTAATACCTAC...

20bp ...TCCGGCTAGGGATAAcccCAA*CTGACCATTAACAGCGTACT*TACgggATAACAG
GGTAATACCTAC...

50bp ...TCCGGCTAGGGcccCAA*CTGACCATTAACAGCGACAATGTACATATTTATACCA
TTAACAGCGTACT*TACgggCAGGGTAATACCTAC...

100bp ...TCCGGCTAGGGcccCAA*CTGACCATTAACAGCGACATGCATGTACATACGTTT
GCATATTGTTGCATTAAGTTTTGCATCTTAAACACGTATCATCTTACACCATTACAG
CGTACT*TACgggCAGGGTAATACCTAC...

500bp ...TCCGGCTAGGGcccCAA*CTGACCATTAACAGCGGAATATAATACTAAGACGTTA
CACTAATCATTTAGCATGTGATTTGCTATAACTTTTGAATGCTACATGTACGAAAA
ATATTATGTATGCACAACGTCAACAATACGATATAAGCTTCAAGTTAATATGTAGC
GTCGTCGTATAAGTACAGTAGATCATTCTTACGCATTCTATTTATTAAGTTAATTC
TATAGCAATACGATCATATGCAGATGCACAGTGACTGATAGTCATACATTTACTGC
TGTGCTCAATAATTGAGACTAATCAAGTGAAGATTATGATGTGTGACGCGTTATG
CTCGAGTTCGATCAGAGCGTTATTACGAGTAGTCGATTGCTTTCTCAATTTACGAG
CAATTTAGCGTGACAGTCGCAGAGAACGCACAAAATGTGATCGCAGTTCATACA
ATCATACACAATAAGCAAGCTCTGCATACACAGACGCAACTGTTTACACGTCGTAT
GCCATTAACAGCGTACT*TACgggCAGGGTAATACCTAC...

940bp ...TCCGGCTAGGGcccCAA*CTGACCATTAACAGCGGAATATAATACTAAGACGTTA
CACTAATCATTTAGCATGTGATTTGCTATAACTTTTGAATGCTACATGTACGAAAA
CATATTATGTATGCACAACGTCAACAATACGATATAAGCTTCAAGTTAATATGTAG
GTCGTCGTATAAGTACAGTAGATCATTCTTACGCATTCTATTTATTAAGTTAATTC
TATAGCAATACGATCATATGCAGATGCACAGTGACTGATAGTCATACATTTACTG
CTGTGCTCAATAATTGAGACTAATCAAGTGAAGATTATGATGTGTGACGCGTTAT
GCTCGAGTTCGATCAGAGCGTTATTACGAGTAGTCGATTGCTTTCTCAATTTAC
GAGCAATTTAGCGTGACAGTCGCAGAGAACGCACAAAATGTGATCGCAGTTCA
TACAATCATACACAATAAGCAAGCTCTGCATACACAGACGCAACTGTTTACACGT
CGTATGACTAATGAAGCTAACAATAGTTAGTAATTAAGTGTTACGTCTGAGCTCG
TAGATAGATTGTCAAACATAGAGCTTATGAGTCAGCGAACACAATAATGCGTTAT
TAAGTATGTAGAGTAAGTGATCAAACGCTTCAGATATGACTATATACTTATGTTA
GATCTCGTCGCGTGAATTTTAATGCTCATCAATTATAAAATATAACGTAACGCAA
TTAAGCACGTCGTTTGCGTTCAGCGACTGTTCGCAAACTGTAACTCATTGTTCTG
TCAAAGTCTAACTTATTTCGCGTAACTTTCTATGTGCGAACTATATTGTGCTAATT
CTTTAGTTATGTTTCAGATGTACGAGTGAATCTACTTTCGTTTGCGTCTTATTAGC
AATGAAAAAGCTATGCACTTTGTATAGCGTAGCATCACGTTTCTGAACTCTCAGA
TAGTCCATTAACAGCGTACT*TACgggCAGGGTAATACCTAC...

Transfection conditions
All transfection conditions are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Overview of transfection conditions per figure panel.

figure 
panel

cell line nucleo-
fector 
program

cas9 
[μg]

gRnA 
[μg]

pDR-GfP, 
pnDR-GfP 
or DR-Orip-
GFP [μg]

ISceI 
[μg]

Additional 
vector [μg]

1B; 
2A/B/I; 
S1B/E

U2OS-DR-GFP X-001 1 1 - 2 -

1C; 1F; S1I U2OS-DR-GFP X-001 1 1 - - -

1D; S1D ES-DR-GFP A-023 4 4 - - -

1H/I; S1J U2OS X-001 1 1 2 - 1 (pCAGGS 
or pCEP4) 

2D U2OS-DR-GFP X-001 1 1 - 2 1 (pCAGGS, 
BARD1- 
hB202 or 
BRC3) 

2F/H J1 WT, Ku70-/-, 
Xrcc4-/-, E14 
WT or Dna-Pk-/- 
ES-DR-GFP

A-023 4 4 - 4 -

2G Ku70-/- ES-DR-
GFP

A-023 4 4 - - 4 (pCAGGS 
or KU70)

3C/D/E/J U2OS X-001 1 1 + 1 1 - -

3F/G/H/K ES-DR-GFP A-023 15 5 + 5 - - -

4A-E Ku70-/- ES-DR-
GFP

A-023 15 5 + 5 - - 5 (pCAGGS 
or KU70)

S1A U2OS X-001 1 1 2 2 -

S1C ES-DR-GFP A-023 4 4 - 4 -

S1G EM9-V or 
EM9-X

D-023 8 5 8 - -

S1H EM9-V D-023 5 2.5 5 - 5 (pCD2E or 
pCD2E-X)

S1I U2OS X-001 - - - - 2 (NZE-GFP)

S2B ES-DR-GFP A-023 15 5 - 15 5 (pCAGGS, 
BARD1-
hB202 or 
BRC3)

S3C ES-pnDR-GFP A-023 10 5 + 5 - - 5 (mExo1)
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